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Many believe that children do not
like hot or spicy foods. This may be
true in some cases, but it appears
that most of these preferences:come
from familiarity with a particular
food rather than an innate preference. The one exception might be
spices that give a bitter' taste. Manufacturersdo not add cayenne to
baby foods. Yet, it isn't uncommon
to see toddlers enjoying hot salsa.
"Teens will not experiment with
the herbal flavors; they, would almost prefer something bland," says
McMillan. "But they do like to·experiment with hot dishes: .Mexican '
food, chilies and salsas."
Flavors 'that appeal to children
differ from those preferred by adults. '
Fruit flavors, such as the curr~ntly
popular watermelon, generate a candy-like character rather than fresh
notes. Children, especially young ,
ones, often eat combinations of'
foods,' or flavors that would not
,appeal to adults: applesauce com~
bined with peas; hot dogs and choc~
olate sauce; ketchup with carrots. On
.the other hand,often they reject
combinations of food mixed'together, such as stews.
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Taste and flavor are not the only
•. product characteristics that drive
children's food preferences. Texture
also plays a~ important role, and a.
nwnbec of factors intlueBCe texture
preferences. Thefust. is, physical
development. Infanis c;tIl, only con38
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sume liquids because they are only
,physically capable, of sucking.
Chewing does not begin until about
six months of age,and it is not well
developed until about 3 years of age.
Potential choking in the very young .
is a hazard, especiaUywith foods
that are hard, slippery or a size that
can lodge in the throat. Reducing the
diameter of a hot dog from that of
the adult version or creating small
fruit or vegetable pieces is important
for toddler products.
Young children tend to prefer
food that is easier to chew -:- hamburgers rather than a fibrous stealc,
for example. This is not merely a
matter of softness and hardnes~, but
.9fchewing and swallowing.
"Even older kid~.like smaller,
thinner and softer food," McMillan
points out. "A lot of them have
braces, and they find it difficult to
eat harder foods."
Often texture preferences develop through familiarity or other influences besides physical ones. As
infants get acclimated to SQlid foods,
they usually follow a pattern of ini- .
tially rejecting food with an unfamiliar texture. Older children like to eat '
a variety of textures, although not
necessarily at the same time.
·Colorful fQods appeaJto children.
.A recent fag,especially il;1 confec~
tions. was over-colored, mQuth~
stainin~ products, butllOw DeOll. col'OIS are the rage~
'.
The.shape of a food prodUct often
influepcesitS! aca!ptability. This can

